FINAL SCORE _______/ 200

Key
Susan’s Rally 2017
THE SUPER EASY POINTS… 25 OF THEM!
CAR NAME (your choice) _________________________________________________________
ALL RIDERS NAMES (HINT: Rally Master is a fan of legibility…BIG TIME!)

(_____/ 25)

START YOUR BRAINS
This is the 24th year of inviting you into my brain, granted it has aged
but I still hope that the fun is still there! Remember NOTHING is
obvious unless it is obvious!
Susan’s Rally came from the death of my sister. She died April 19th 25
years ago. I am in awe at what her life has come to mean, and the good
we have done in the name of just one of so many of those friends and
relatives that have gone before and after. Please have fun, she did!
Point 1 (_____/ 15)
Pulling out to the right, follow the STRAIGHT ARROW, go under 3 overpasses and turn right at
the home state of Bob Dole. Go over a track and turn left when you must. Pass a church and
turn left when you have no choice, and left when it says DO NOT ENTER. Don’t snatch till you
see a Gainsborough. For what was he famous? ______British Painter, “The Blue Boy”____ 5
points You are at Point 1! Where are you? __Gainsborough Waste____________________5
points
How would you like this next door?
What things can be
eliminated?_____________________
___________________(any
sensible
answer)__________________________________ 5 points
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Point 2 (_____/20)
Retrace your steps, let nothing detour you except the street. Pass our neighbor’s neighbor to
the north. Continue to follow the path, no choices here and don’t get “petty” on me.
Clementine means a turn to the left. A tip of the hat to the Susan’s Rally’s upholsterer and
great supporter “The Joseph Company”! A dead end means a turn to Bill and Margret’s
namesake LARKIN. Turn left, and again at a keeper of ewes. Pass a LOVE connection, turn left
when you celebrate your Quinceanera! Notice the house of the future. How many windows at
1501? _10 or 11___5 points When you hit the THURSDAY NIGHT FAMOUS BINGO PARTY you
are at Point 2! Where are you and what time does Bingo start? __SPJST Lodge. 7:00
pm_________________________5 points Don’t be late or you won’t get in. What adage is
over the front door and what does it mean?__Vitame Vas - We Welcome
Yo_______________________________________10 points
Point 3 (_____/ 10)
Turn left when you have to and go where arrows go both ways - you go the incorrect way. Pass
a princess’ partner, and when you see lights turn rights. Pass a 7 and Tommy’s house. Turn left
at one better than perfect. Go past another place in time and pass the highs. Turn in at the
state tree of Oklahoma and let’s enjoy some of the Height’s gallery life. You are at point 3!
What art lettered message is on a suitcase? ____FAIL (Redbud Gallery closed - free
points)____10 points
Point 4 (_____/ 35 + _____)
Continue on traveling east, pass a Kennedy’s resting place, and the best little burger place in
town! Stop if you have to, and follow that sequence 3 more times. Turn right BEFORE you pass
over an overpass, then veer left and stay centered on a Colt model gun. Exit on the elevated
14th President. Follow your 1 term president till you pass a Broadway musical. Name it.
___Hamilton_________________5 points A cross building means you’re on the right path.
Only after you pass Burr’s antagonist do you go under 5 overpasses. Pass through a
confederate street that has not changed yet. Name it for 5 points
____Dowling_________________. The answer’s up there - what did Dr. Jones do? _research reduced ICV infections_________________5 points A tip of the hat to our University and all
she brings us. Follow yellow and black…Adieu to the University. At Alexander Graham Bell’s
creation, veer right, and quickly eyes on ORANGE, a right turn is warranted. How many mosaic
pieces do you count on the “ART CAR CAPITOL OF THE WORLD” sculpture? ___260 (Rally
Master’s count)_______________________bonus 50 points! Drive carefully, and when you
reach Smither’s, notice the finished product since we last visited 2 years past. How many
amphitheaters do you count for? __1 or 2_____5 points Continue on past a DEAD END. All
these houses are inside the loop. Turn left when you must, and at Geo. Meyer turn right, and a
choice turn means left. pass a Big State, and at Richmond’s continuation street wheel right.
Pass Jeurdon and an elephant park. No stop at Andy’s or the Obanion’s! Next point is WINKING
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at you. You are at point 4! one of the preeminent breakfast spots in the country according to
CBS’s Sunday Morning! The address and price of biscuits and gravy posted on the window, gets
you 15 points.__4318 Telephone Rd, $2.99 ($2.50 accepted)___
Point 5 (_____/ 10)
Travel on, passing Sutton’s motorcycle’s heaven. Go under an overpass and pass Frank’s 1 and
Frank’s 2. Go figure? Prepare to play Monopoly by turning left at the games 2nd most
expensive property enjoying Houston’s claim to fame, “NO ZONING” , and then right at The
GREAT WHITE WAY. Before you take the airport by storm, notice the finished street project.
When was Glenbrook established? __1953_______10 points Then turn right passing over 1
road hump, and turning where Ponce will feel at home. Take another right at a toothpaste, and
when you are at 8008 you are at Point 5! This house named The McBay House was built in
1963 and renovated in 2011 from total deterioration was listed in Houston House and Home.
Retrace your steps and on to the next point. Prepare to go back to the Mid-Century, it will be
point 6.
Point 6 (_____/ 10)
Follow the lane, retracing your earlier steps, enjoying many houses untouched by would be
renovators. Follow the path turning left at the stop, and over the hump is another clue to turn
left, and follow the curve to a house referred to as the SPUTNIK House! This is point 6! What
was Sputnik? ___1st Earth satellite (Russian)_________________________________10 points
Point 7 (_____/ 10)
Continue on your curve, stop when you must. Go on to pass through the light, the next point is
just ahead at 7911. Perfectly restored! The Richard-Nelson House, built in 1955 with the garage
addition (dubbed the Kit Kat Lounge) made in 1960 and furnished by Finger Furniture. Listed
on the AIA Architectural Guide to Houston. This is point 7! Tour it if you can soon. 10 points
here, just for the front door color?____Red (or any reasonable hue
variation)____________________
Point 8 (_____/ 20)
Go around this house to your left, and survey other homes that have similar attributes. Glen
Valley is your turn, and Santa Elena takes you to Broadway and on to your next destination.
Enjoy NO construction! Pass 3 lights, and a METAL TREE means turn right. And Pass rentalrama and a cell phone lot. Turn left after a Beltway 8 under tire, and continue on that direction
to a NEW HOUSE, and turn accordingly till Tilman’s empire pops up. This is point 8 after a right
and a left! Pull in and enjoy another step back into the MID-CENTURY. Give me the
inauguration of this building and its name. ___1940__ __Houston Municipal Airport Terminal
(museum)__20 points
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Point 9 (_____/ 20)
Retrace your steps all the way till a turn takes you away from Hobby on an Airport. After your
turn, go one light, and turn right, on to a light to turn left on the Houston little loop! At
Reverend King’s homage in Houston, veer off right and stay on an access till you see double.
The Moore boys operate here. This is point 9! What is the Twin’s Birthday, and what is the
message for you Rally participants? A tip of the hat to Twinco! __03/04/48, Dad’s name is Jo
Jo_______ 20 points
Point 10 (_____/ 25)
Continue on. You got me at COWBOY. We are going to head to the barn or the Amory. No on
Pearland, on to downtown, and when you have 4 exit choices pick the OLD WATCH. Enjoy the
view and veer right. Pass another Rally point, and light means left, and at current greatest
musical turn left. Stay right till you are stopped by a dead end, turn left, and another right at
the Iron Bowl state! 4 blocks means turn left. Park and enter under the ARCH. But that’s not
all…Cornerstone date gives you 25 points. ___April 21, 1925_____________________________

YOU HAVE FINISHED SUSAN’S RALLY 2017!
Finish Checklist:
___ Make sure you earn the super easy points on the front page.
___ Gussy up all your final answers.
___ Turn in single answer sheet, car flag & clip board at Finish Check-in.
___ Keep all your choice words about the clues & route for Bruce 😉

